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Planning for 2021: Revealing and Living your
Authentic Nature
Exercise: Map of the Self and 2021 Planning Process
Before engaging in this exercise, it would be best to spend some time to reflect on the
goals you have achieved in 2020 and the lessons you learned. Once you do this,
move on to the following steps:
Step One: To start living according to your life purpose, you need to have a true
reflection of yourself in your current environment, your intentions and your actions. To
begin the process, find a quiet place and recall the one year old (you) in your
consciousness. Feel her presence and see her beautiful face. If you have a picture of
him/her, that’s even better. Then think to yourself, if I were one year old now, what
parts of my essential nature do I want to claim back today? Where in my life have I
not been living based on my true nature? Take a moment and allow the answers to
emerge from within. You may get answers like: claim back your freedom. Claim back
your courage, or claim back your dreams, curiosity, creativity, imagination etc. All of
your values will be communicated by your one year old who holds your true nature in
its purist form. Keep going until you feel there’s nothing left that is been communicated
from within. Make sure to write each one of the elements using a mind map format.
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Step Two: take a look at your map and reflect on the outcome. What do you see? Are
there any gifts provided by your true self to bring forth this coming year? Can you
group these gifts (values) under a certain theme or category? For example: looking at
your map, you notice a theme around femininity or creativity, mental health, social
relationships or any theme that emerges under a set of values that the one year old
wants you to claim back. Notice the themes and highlight them in your map.
Step Three: now comes the fun part, begin looking at each theme from your map and
identify a specific goal that you’d like to achieve. For example, if you identified
creativity as a theme under which a set of values that need to be claimed back, you
may decide to express this in a specific project the coming year such as: start your
home decoration project, writing poetry or theater or anything that you feel will provide
you with the direction your true self wants to take in the coming year. Make sure you
go over all of your themes and create a list of goals/habits or projects that you’d like
to achieve in 2021 to bring you closer to your authentic expression.
Here’s an example of what the exercise might look like when completed:
Step One: Map of the Self: The One year old in me would like to claim back:
Purity | curiosity | find my creative space | my spiritual connection | my faith | self worth
and value | strength and energy | hopefulness | courage | inner knowing and truth |
trust in yourself | the artist in you | your silliness | your playfulness | your desire to
learn and study
Step Two: gifts that emerge from the above map are:
1-The gift of the intellectual self represented in the values of (curiosity, desire to learn
and study, trust in yourself, finding your creative space)
2-The gift of the spiritual self (purity, my spiritual connection, hopefulness, courage,
inner knowing and truth, trust in yourself)
3-The gift of the child self (your silliness, your playfulness)
Step Three: Goals/habits or projects that could emerge out of these themes:
The goals of the intellectual self: I would like to take a diploma in nutritional science
to satisfy my interest in this area and allow me the freedom to change my career when
needed | to set up my desk area in a way that spark my creativity and productivity.
The goals of the spiritual self: I would like to engage in regular daily prayers starting
January 2021 to ignite faith, hopefulness and Divine presence | I will find and connect
to a like minded community that inspires me and allows me to feel hopeful and
provides me with the space to grow spiritually.
The goals of the child self: I will dedicate weekly free playful time of having fun either
alone or with my family.
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I hope this is helpful to you and I wish you a happy and healthy new year ahead!

Need spiritual inspiration to light up a candle on your way in the coming year?
Pick up my book Finding Grace with 365 daily inspirations to find the Divine support
necessary to live with grace in chaotic and uncertain times.
With love,
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